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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate an open, extensible platform for developing and
studyingmultimodal, integrative-AI systems. The platform provides
a time-aware, stream-based programming model for parallel coordi-
nated computation, a set of tools for data visualization, processing,
and learning, and an ecosystem of pluggable AI components. The
demonstration will showcase three applications built on this plat-
form and highlight how the platform can significantly accelerate
development and research in multimodal interactive systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have been marked by fast-paced advances in several
core perceptual technologies such as vision, speech, and language.
However, despite these advances, developing end-to-end multi-
modal systems that bring together multiple such technologies to
act autonomously or to interact with people in open-world settings
remains a very challenging, error-prone, and time-consuming task.

Numerous engineering challenges arise from the complexity of
the software involved and the lack of adequate infrastructure and
development tools. For instance, reasoning about time, latency, and
uncertainty is critical in these systems, yet there are no correspond-
ing constructs in the fabrics of our programming languages. Tools
for debugging and visualizing complex systems with multimodal
streaming data are similarly lacking. Machine learning over these
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systems often involves training, evaluating, and fine-tuning mul-
tiple models over different components. However, while multiple
toolkits exist for developing models, they mostly focus on going
from a dataset to a model, and the rest of the machine learning loop
from data collection to injecting a trained model into a running
system typically requires additional effort, e.g., coding for devel-
oping features, moving data and models across multiple tools and
environments, and so on.

In this demonstration, we introduce and showcase the Platform
for Situated Intelligence (or in short, \psi)—an open, extensible
platform that enables fast development and study of multimodal,
integrative-AI systems [1]. The platform has a similar motivation
and thus bares comparison to other frameworks like ROS [3] for
robotic systems, OpenSSI [5] for processing and fusing multimodal
signals, and IrisTK [4] for multi-party interactions. \psi places deep
emphasis on generality, extensibility, and performance, while lever-
aging the ease of programming provided by the .NET platform and
embracing existing ecosystems like ROS.

2 PLATFORM FOR SITUATED INTELLIGENCE
The platform provides (1) a runtime for time-aware, parallel coordi-
nated computation, (2) a set of tools that enable visualization, data
processing, and learning, and (3) an ecosystem of components that
encapsulate various AI technologies.

2.1 Runtime
The runtime combines the dataflow and actor models to simplify
the authoring of concurrent and distributed applications that in-
teract with the real world under time constraints. \psi programs
construct pipelines out of independent components communicating
via streams of messages. Message contracts are strongly typed and
enforced statically, at build time. The runtime brokers all message-
passing, isolating components from each other through automatic
cloning of messages. This enables it to freely schedule the exe-
cution of components based on the optimal level of concurrency
given available resources, while allowing components to be single-
threaded. Finally, the runtime provides time-based coordination
primitives that allow components that operate on multiple streams
to obtain consistent views over the input data with respect to the
real world, even when their inputs are generated asynchronously
with arbitrary relative lag. The end-result is that \psi programs
are simple yet type-safe, thread-safe and time-aware while making
optimal use of available resources (cores and machines).

2.2 Tools
A central tool in the \psi framework enables data visualization
(see Figure 1). The tool allows users to navigate the set of streams
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Figure 1: Visualization tool.

persisted or generated live and to construct complex visualization
layouts that include timelines as well as instant 2D and 3D vi-
sualizers. It enables easy temporal navigation, data annotations,
customization of visualization properties, persisting layouts, etc.

The framework provides end-to-end support for the machine
learning loop, from data collection, feature development and model
training, to evaluation and model deployment. It includes APIs and
tools for grouping data stores generated from multiple runs of an
application into larger datasets and performing data processing
operations, such as computing derived streams or rerunning per-
sisted sensor data through a reconfigured pipeline. Coupled with
visualization, these tools enable experimentation and application
tuning and debugging.

2.3 Components
The framework provides a wide array of AI components for sensors
(e.g., camera, microphone, Kinect, etc.), audio and visual process-
ing components (e.g., acoustic feature extraction, voice activity
detection, speech recognition, face tracking, etc.), output compo-
nents (e.g., speech synthesis, avatar rendering, etc.), and more. In
addition, bridges that allow for leveraging components from other
ecosystems like ROS [3] or OpenCV [2] are available.

Finally, a toolkit targeting rapid development of multimodal sys-
tems that interact with people in multi-party, physically situated
settings is currently under development. The toolkit provides per-
ceptual components that integrate many technologies and allow
authors to program against higher level constructs such as tracked
people and their location, identity, attention, engagement, spoken
utterances, etc.

3 DEMONSTRATION
The demonstration will focus on the platform and illustrate its
various aspects via a set of different applications build on it. Partici-
pants will learn about the runtime, the set of tools and components
available, and generally how to write applications with \psi.

The first application will demonstrate how to write a simple
speech recognition pipeline, leveraging audio capture, voice activ-
ity detection, and speech recognition components, and will then
show how to fuse facial tracking information from Kinect (mouth
landmarks) to improve robustness in the voice activity detection.
The application will illustrate core constructs, temporal synchro-
nization, stream persistence, and data visualization.

The second application is a table-top mobile robot, Squeaky, con-
structed around a differential drive chassis and a Surface computer
and designed to interact with children. It can drive on a table with-
out running into obstacles or falling off. It can engage with users
through face recognition and speech in the context of the objects
present on the table, and can answer trivia and math questions. The
application illustrates the integration of a wider array of compo-
nents, including motor control, obstacle avoidance, face tracking
and identification, speech recognition, language understanding and
object recognition.

The third application highlights the Situated Interaction toolkit
under development in \psi. The application displays an avatar that
can interact with one or more people. The avatar attempts to detect
which object a person is holding in their hand. The application cou-
ples conversational scene analysis and output components provided
by the interaction toolkit with cloud services for object recognition
and a simple, custom-written interaction manager.

These three applications illustrate some of the core concepts in
Platform for Situated Intelligence. We hope the demonstration will
inspire participants to use the framework in their research, both
to develop future systems and to contribute novel components to
the \psi ecosystem. We believe \psi will make it easier for the wider
community to share advances and benefit from each other’s work.
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